
Travel Guide to Bulacan State University and Aerostop Hotel and Restaurant 

NAIA to Bulacan State University 

Take a Taxi or Rideshare Service: The most convenient option is to take a taxi or a rideshare 
service like Grab. There are designated taxi stands outside the airport terminals. Make sure to 
choose a reputable taxi or use a rideshare app to ensure a safe and reliable journey. 

Provide Your Destination: Inform the driver that you want to go to Bulacan State University, 
Malolos, Bulacan. It's a good idea to have the exact address or location you're heading to in 
Malolos. 

 

NAIA to Aerostop Hotel and Restaurant 

Take a Taxi or Rideshare Service: The most convenient option is to take a taxi or a rideshare 
service like Grab. There are designated taxi stands outside the airport terminals. Make sure to 
choose a reputable taxi or use a rideshare app to ensure a safe and reliable journey. 

Provide Your Destination: Inform the driver that you want to go to Aerostop Hotel and 
Restaurant in bulacan. It's a good idea to have the exact address or location you're heading 
to in Malolos. 

 

Clark International Airport to Bulacan State University 

Take a Taxi or Rideshare Service: The most convenient option is to take a taxi or a rideshare 
service like Grab. There are designated taxi stands outside the airport terminals. Make sure to 
choose a reputable taxi or use a rideshare app to ensure a safe and reliable journey. 

Provide Your Destination: Inform the driver that you want to go to Bulacan State University, 
Malolos, Bulacan. It's a good idea to have the exact address or location you're heading to in 
Malolos. 

 

Clark International Airport to Aerostop Hotel and Restaurant 

Take a Taxi or Rideshare Service: The most convenient option is to take a taxi or a rideshare 
service like Grab. There are designated taxi stands outside the airport terminals. Make sure to 
choose a reputable taxi or use a rideshare app to ensure a safe and reliable journey. 

Provide Your Destination: Inform the driver that you want to go to Aerostop Hotel and 
Restaurant in Bulacan. It's a good idea to have the exact address or location you're heading 
to in Malolos. 

 

Aerostop Hotel and Restaurant and Hotels to Bulacan State University 

Local Transportation: you can take a jeepney and a tricycle from Aerostop Hotel and 
Restaurant to the university's main gate. Most locals are familiar with the university's location. 

• From Aerostop Hotel and Restaurant, you can take a tricycle or walk to a nearby transportation 
hub or major road. 

• Look for jeepneys bound for Malolos, Bulacan, as they are the main mode of public 
transportation between Plaridel and Malolos. 

• Board the appropriate jeepney, and inform the driver that you want to go to Bulacan State 
University in Malolos. 

 



 

Bulacan State University to Aerostop Hotel and Restaurant  

Local Transportation: you can take a jeepney and a tricycle from Bulacan State University to 
the Aerostop Hotel and Restaurant. 

• From Bulacan State University, you can take a short walk to a nearby transportation hub or 
major road. 

• Look for jeepneys bound for Plaridel, Bulacan, or any that pass by Plaridel. 
• Board the appropriate jeepney and inform the driver that you want to go to Aerostop Hotel and 

Restaurant in Plaridel. 
• They will drop you off at or near Aerostop Hotel and Restaurant. The resort is a known landmark 

in Plaridel, so the driver should be familiar with it. 
• Depending on your drop-off point, you may need to walk a short distance to reach the resort's 

entrance. 
• Always have the resort's exact address handy for reference during your journey. 

 


